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Let’s

Get
Social!
By Siti Khadijah Bte Mohd Ezat

The Singapore Police Force (SPF) is
constantly working to keep you in the loop
with the latest buzz. Check out some of
these posts on our Facebook page which
we have selected for your reading!
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Our Very Own
Sports Talents
By Patrick Pang and Siti Khadijah Bte Mohd Ezat

(Photos: Police Sports Association)

Rowing Together
The PSA Sportswoman of the Year was awarded to Sgt
Atiqah, a key rower in the PSA Dragonboat Women
Team. Sgt Atiqah, who has been actively rowing for
PSA since 2013, has anchored herself as a regular first
team selection. 2017 was a landmark year for the PSA
Dragonboat Team, where they emerged champions in
several major tournaments including the World Police
Fire Games (WPFG) in Los Angeles and the Inter-Forces
Games (IFG) in Hong Kong and Penang.
As a patrol officer with the Police Coast Guard (PCG),
she holds on to the same belief at work. Regardless of the

The Police Sports Association (PSA) is a key institution in the Singapore Police Force (SPF)
that promotes an active lifestyle through sports. Sports bring people from different walks of life
together and strengthen the camaraderie among our officers as they participate as one SPF team.
To recognise officers for their excellence in the respective sporting domains in the past year, an
award ceremony was held earlier in July 2018. Three awards were accorded to the sportsman,
sportswoman and team of the year respectively.

situation that she has to overcome in the course of her duty, she always gives her
utmost best. Most importantly, she approaches every incident with confidence and
pride. To her, confidence and trust comes hand in hand. Not only is it important to
have confidence in herself, it is also crucial to trust the decisions of her fellow officers
when they are attending to incidents.
“Sports taught me the importance of confidence and trust. You have to be confident
in your own abilities, trust that you will be able to succeed and trust your teammates,”
shared Sgt Atiqah as she reflected on her sporting experience.

In this issue, we bring you an exclusive interview with Station Inspector (SI) Alan Chau and Sergeant
(Sgt) Nurul Atiqah Binte Alwi, winners for the Sportsman and Sportswoman of the Year awards
respectively, as well as the PSA Dart Team’s Deputy Superintendent of Police (DSP) Lance Ong,
convenor of the PSA Dart Team who received the PSA Team of the Year award on behalf of his team.

Sgt Atiqah, who is also the captain of the Women Dragonboat team in the PCG,
also shared that the sport helped her to improve her management and motivation
skills. “I have learnt to better manage and motivate my team. Staying optimistic and
motivated is vital to the success of the team’s performance,” she reiterated before
she and her team resumed their training.

‘Darting’ as One

Hitting the Bull’s Eye
SI Chau was pleasantly surprised when he received a call from the PSA committee that he had been named the
Sportsman of the Year. As a member of the PSA Dart Team, SI Chau has a string of accolades under his belt.
His achievements in the past year include his wins at the JOM Soft Tip Championship and the China Open Dart
Tournament under the Double Open Division. He also finished third in the Count Up Club 1000 Grand Final and the
Phoenix Cup Genting under the International Team Event.
SI Chau, who is a Deputy Officer-in-Charge of the Community Policing Unit in Nanyang Neighbourhood Police
Centre, likened dart to policing work where teamwork is a crucial element. “No matter where or how we are deployed,
policing work is always a collective effort,” he emphasised.
Despite his achievements, SI Chau remains humble. He attributed his success to his teammates. “The team had to
strategise and plan well so that we know how to score the required points to win the match,” said SI Chau, who has
been playing darts for more than a decade.

It was no surprise when the PSA Sports Team of the
Year award was presented to the PSA Dart Team. The
team clinched a series of gold medals in all the PSA,
Public Service Division and IFG competitions that they
took part in, including the Home Team Sports and
Recreation Association Games and Public Service STAR
Games. At the WPFG in Los Angeles, the team won two
Bronze medals, which is a significant achievement as
the competition involved police forces from all around
the world!
DSP Ong, a senior Personal Security Officer with the
Police Security Command, who is also the convenor for the
sport, spoke fondly of the team’s growth over the past three
years. He recalled the time when he was approached by
PSA to popularise the sport within the Force. “Growing the
team was not an easy task as not many officers understood
the basics of the game. Moreover, there were not many
members when the team was formed,” said DSP Ong.
Not only did he actively participated in the competitions,
he also managed to recruit more members and organised
dart competitions within the SPF. Since 2015, the PSA Dart
Team has grown in size from a humble 89-member team to
a team with over 200 members.

Be it at work or playing a game of darts, DSP Ong stressed
the importance of having a clear mind and keeping one’s
composure which would better help one to strategise and
plan. As the conversation came to an end, he expressed
his hopes for more officers to join the darting team and
eventually represent the Force in future competitions.

Kudos to all the award winners!
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The Rescue

Saved by a
SILVER ANGEL
By Irwan Shah

(Photo: Police Coast Guard)

“As long as we are out at sea, be it on or off duty, we will not hesitate to respond to any calls for
help,” said Police Coast Guard’s (PCG) Staff Sergeant (SSgt) Tan Yoong Yiaw. SSgt Tan was part of
a team of three PCG officers who came to the rescue of two anglers who had encountered electrical
problems on their fishing boat and were in danger of drifting out into a busy sea channel amidst an
incoming storm.

When the PCG officers finally reached the anglers’
boat, they had already been adrift for some time. The
first thing on their minds was to assure the anglers that
they would stay by their side and keep them safe. They
also made it a point to constantly update the anglers on
their next course of action while periodically sounding
Silver Angel’s horns to divert smaller vessels away from
the anglers’ boat. At the same time, the officers kept a
close watch on their radar for oncoming vessels. The
crew shared that such assurance was crucial to help
the anglers remain calm so that they could follow their
instructions accordingly to avoid any further mishaps.
As the downpour continued and the sea became
choppier, the crew realised that the current was pushing
the boat further and further out towards a breakwater,
and hitting it could be disastrous.
“It was a dangerous situation. Time was of the essence
and instinctively, we knew we had to act fast to get the
boat out of harm’s way,” SSgt Tan described the situation
that they faced.
Despite the heavy downpour, the team did not have time
to don their rain gear as they had to quickly assess the
boat and find a way to tie it to their vessel to prevent
it from drifting further towards the breakwater. As their
patrol boat was not equipped for towing and the bollard
of the anglers’ boat could not be located, they had to
think on their feet to improvise their methods.
“We have to improvise on the spot to see which is
the best place to tie the boat as not all boats are the
same,” shared Special Constable Sergeant Mohamed
Faris Mohamed, one of the PCG officers on board
Silver Angel.
Drenched to the skin, the crew eventually managed to tie
the ropes near the starboard side as they had assessed

In a Matter of Minutes
At about 8am on 9 September 2018, two anglers were
drift fishing near Changi when the sunny sky started
to turn dark. Fearing of being caught in a storm out
at sea, they decided to head back to shore. But luck
was not on their side. The battery of their boat’s motor
had died on them. Meanwhile, the sky was getting
darker and the sea was also starting to get choppy.
Realising that they were drifting further and further
out to sea, they tried to lower their anchor but it failed.
Thankfully, one of the anglers came prepared with a list
of numbers to call for help and he immediately called the
PCG for assistance.
The crew on board the PCG patrol boat Silver Angel
were about to end their night shift near the coast of
Changi when they received the anglers’ distress call
from the Police Coast Guard (PCG) Command Centre.
Seeing that the weather had taken a turn for the worse
just within minutes from receiving the call, the crew
immediately changed their course towards the anglers’

location while keeping in contact with the anglers through
one of their mobile phones.
“When we first heard that their boat was in the middle of
the fairway, we were very concerned as there were many
huge vessels such as cargo ships and ferries moving
through. Since his boat’s manoeuvrability was restricted,
there could be a risk of a collision,” said SSgt Tan.
Given the dangers involved, they knew that they had
to reach them as fast as possible as the weather was
worsening rapidly. True enough, a massive downpour
ensued and reduced their visibility to a mere two to three
metres, making it even more difficult for the crew to
locate the anglers. Despite the challenging conditions,
they were determined to locate them. Eventually, the
crew managed to zero in on the anglers’ location by
turning on their boat’s blinkers as markers and guiding
the anglers to direct Silver Angel to them.

it to be the strongest point of the anglers’ boat. They
then carefully manoeuvred their vessel beside it.
Wasting no time, the crew started their engine and
began to side-tow the anglers’ boat slowly away from
the breakwater.
As the crew kept the anglers’ boat from drifting towards
the breakwater, a tugboat from the Marine Port
Authority of Singapore (MPA) had also arrived at the
scene to render their assistance. The crew eventually
handed over the anglers’ boat to the MPA who then
secured it to the MPA’s tugboat.

“It was a dangerous situation. Time
was of the essence and instinctively,
we knew we had to act fast to get the
boat out of harm’s way”
- SSgt Tan
Good News
With the mission completed, the crew of the Silver Angel
returned to their base. Even though they have ended
their shift, they wanted to make sure that the anglers
were fine. After making a call, they learnt that the anglers’
boat was towed to a Singapore-registered ferry where
its captain had graciously helped them to charge their
batteries and even treated them to lunch. After hearing
the good news, the PCG officers felt relieved and finally
retired home for a well-deserved rest.
Well done guys!
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In the Line
of Duty
By Siti Khadijah Bte Mohd Ezat

(Photo: Public Affairs Department)
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This dramatic episode happened on 29 September 2018
when police officers responded to a call for assistance at
the Church of Our Lady of Lourdes in Ophir Road. Upon
reaching the scene, the officers learnt from witnesses
that an intoxicated man had allegedly harassed one of the
female churchgoers and turned violent when one of the
male churchgoers tried to apprehend him. The man was
eventually subdued by the male churchgoer but managed
to break free and escaped from the church. However, he
ended falling into a 1.5m deep drain outside the church.
“When we first encountered the suspect, the most important
thing on our mind was to get him out of the drain without
endangering him as he was stumbling and appeared to be
unstable,” recalled Sgt Lee Zheng Biao, who was one of
the first two officers at the scene.
When the officers entered the drain to apprehend the
suspect, the man fled along the drain and entered the
Rochor Canal by swimming through a tunnel. As Sgt Lee
was worried for the safety of the man, he immediately
called for backup. When the backup team of six, including
Sgt Heng, Sgt Caleb Kok and Inspector (Insp) Ishak Mohali,
arrived and found the man in the canal, they immediately
activated the Singapore Civil Defence Force (SCDF) for
further assistance. Meanwhile, the officers kept a close
watch on the man as he was seen to be drifting towards the
end of the canal. They also tried to engage the man and
threw a life buoy to him, but he did not grab hold of it.
Fearing that the man might drown, Insp Ishak immediately made the call to send one of his officers into the canal
to rescue the man. Sgt Heng was selected as he was the most confident swimmer. As Sgt Heng entered the canal
and swam towards the man, his colleague, Sgt Kok, was also standing by to enter the canal should Sgt Heng
encounter difficulties.
This was the first time Sgt Heng swam in his uniform and boots. “Having the uniform on was essential to let the man know
that I am a police officer, and the boots were for safety measures since the canal was slippery,” explained Sgt Heng.
Although the undercurrents and the man’s unstable behaviour made it tough for Sgt Heng to rescue the man, he was
determined to bring the suspect back to shore safely. “Apart from the undercurrents, there was also language barrier
between the both of us. The man was unable to speak English. Hence it was difficult to convey my instructions to him,”
said Sgt Heng. Doing so might have been challenging but getting the suspect back to shore was even tougher. With only
the help of a ladder and railings, Sgt Heng mainly relied on the support of his team to pull the man out of the water.
The man was conveyed to Tan Tock Seng Hospital for further medical attention and subsequently arrested under the
Protection from Harassment Act.

From the moment Sergeant (Sgt) Desmond Heng joined the Singapore Police Force (SPF) in April last
year, he has pledged to uphold the SPF’s four core values of Courage, Loyalty, Integrity and Fairness
when discharging his duties as a police officer. But little did he know that he would one day become
the talk of the town for demonstrating such values. When Sgt Heng jumped into the Rochor Canal to
rescue and apprehend a man who had allegedly harassed female churchgoers, his act of courage was
captured on video and it went viral on social media.

In the line of duty, police officers encounter many types of scenarios every day, sometimes even life threatening ones.
Regardless of the challenges and dangers involved, our SPF officers will not hesitate to uphold the SPF’s four core values
of Courage, Loyalty, Integrity and Fairness whenever they are being called upon!
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Service Before Self:

Home Alone,
But Not for Long

By Desmond Ang

(Reproduction from Home Team News)
Photo: Desmond Ang

“As a father myself, I knew I had to do
something,” said SSgt Farhan, 31. “I know how
children behave when they’re left unattended; it
wasn’t safe. That’s why we decided to cut the
padlock on the gate immediately.”
As he waited for his partner to get the cutter,
SSgt Farhan taught the oldest boy to make
milk for the baby. A check with neighbours
also confirmed that the children’s mother, who
was a single parent, had left the unit after an
argument with her boyfriend.

Honouring our Home Team Guardians
for their everyday acts of selflessness and bravery.
It’s easy to take what we have for granted. Every day, our Home Team Guardians perform a
myriad of duties that are little remarked upon, but are critical to keeping us all safe and secure.
From protecting the most vulnerable among us to putting their lives on the line, our Home Team
Guardians are always there, ready to serve.
Here’s the story of a Home Team officer who was recognised for his efforts at the Minister’s Awards
Presentation Ceremony on 24 Sep 2018.

Home Alone, But Not for Long

“We didn’t know if anyone would come back to
look after the children,” said SSgt Farhan. “So
we did a background screening and found the
contact number of their maternal grandfather,
and called him.”
The grandfather arrived just as the Police
officers broke the padlock and entered the unit.
“I was very sad to see the baby alone on the
bed,” said SSgt Farhan. “I carried him out and
handed him to his grandfather.”
But the case was far from over. The grandfather
told the officers about his daughter’s
relationship struggles. “After listening to him,
I explained how he could contact a Family
Services Centre (FSC) to get the necessary
s support,” said SSgt Farhan. “With this
information, they went to a FSC the next day.”

It was in the early hours of a Thursday morning when Staff Sergeant (SSgt) Mohamad Farhan Bin Mohamad Suhaili,
a Ground Response Force Officer from the Singapore Police Force (SPF), responded to a call from a housing unit in
Toa Payoh.

He also referred the case to the Ministry of
Family and Social Development, which agreed
to take over custody of the children the following
Monday. In the meantime, they would stay with
their grandfather.

The call came from a resident who reported a quarrel in the unit next door. “When my partner and I arrived, we found a
three-year-old boy who’d been locked in the house and two other young children – a two-year-old girl and a two-monthold baby,” recalled SSgt Farhan. “The boy told me that the baby was on the bed by himself, unattended.”

Having made all the necessary arrangements
for the children’s care, SSgt Farhan also gave
the grandfather his phone number. That very

Not only were the children locked inside the unit without supervision, their windows were also wide open, and the baby
was crying to be fed.

weekend, the children’s mother showed
up at their grandfather’s place, demanding
the children.
“The grandfather called me for help,”
recalled SSgt Farhan. “So I spoke to the
mother over the phone and also got a
patrol car to go to the unit, to make sure
there were no further disputes.”
The mother eventually left, accepting SSgt
Farhan’s assurance that everything had
been done according to the law, and that
the children would be cared for.
Not long after, SSgt Farhan received
another call from the grandfather – not
about a dispute, but out of gratitude.
“He thanked me for what I’d done for
the children, and said he appreciated
my help,” said SSgt Farhan. “As Police
officers, we don’t only attend to criminal
cases; we also have the opportunity to
really help people. That’s what I love about
being in the SPF.”
For his willingness to assist those in
danger and for going beyond the call
of duty, SSgt Farhan received the Star
Service Award during the Minister’s
Awards Presentation Ceremony.
The Minister’s Awards Presentation
Ceremony 2018
The Minister’s Awards recognise Home
Team officers for their professionalism,
dedication
and
achievements
in
safeguarding Singapore. This year’s
ceremony took place on 24 September
2018 and saw 132 awards presented to
outstanding Home Team officers, teams
and agencies.
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The Resolution

Crime Files: China Ponzi Schem e
By Syam Roslan

(Photo: Public Affairs Department)

The shutdown of China’s largest ever Ponzi scheme in 2016 garnered significant attention when it
was reported internationally. A whopping 1.15 million victims were affected by the Ponzi scheme,
which was worth 38 billion yuan (S$10.8 billion).
In our first feature of ‘Crime Files’, Police Life spoke
to our Commercial Affairs Department (CAD) officers
about the collaborative efforts with their China
counterparts, which led to the successful recovery of
more than S$27 million in relation to this scheme.
The Multi-Million Dollar Crime
In February 2016, the media reported that Ezubao,
an online peer-to-peer lending finance company,
was under investigation in China for conducting a
Ponzi scheme that was worth S$10.8 billion. It was
also revealed in the media reports that Ding Ning,
the Chairman of Yucheng Group and one of the
two masterminds behind the scheme, had given his
alleged girlfriend, Zhang Min, Yucheng Group’s then
President, a lavish villa in Singapore worth S$23.8
million.
The Thorough Investigation
Following the media reports, the CAD received further
information that Zhang Min had maintained significant
sums of monies in Singapore. The CAD team, led
by Commercial Affairs Officer (CAO) Tan Ruiyun,
then proceeded to engage the Chinese authorities
and commenced a money laundering investigation
in Singapore. Through their investigations, the CAD
uncovered that more than S$27 million had been
transferred to Singapore for the planned purchase of a
Sentosa Cove bungalow, which fell through when one
of the Ponzi scheme’s key accomplices were arrested.
The funds were subsequently seized by the CAD for
further investigation.
As the Chinese suspects were not in Singapore during the CAD’s investigation, the team had to engage and
coordinate extensively with China’s Economic Crime Investigation Department (ECID) to gather critical evidence.
This was a complex process as there were several parties involved. Nevertheless, the CAD team worked tirelessly
on its task and finally established that the seized funds of more than S$27 million were indeed crime proceeds related
to the scheme.
The CAD team also established that Zhang had intended to purchase the villa through a property agent and a
conveyance lawyer in Singapore. After paying more than S$5.4 million as the initial payment for the property, Zhang
went uncontactable when the conveyance lawyer tried to contact her to complete the purchase. The CAD team
eventually discovered that the property agent and conveyance lawyer were aware that Zhang was detained by the
Chinese authorities. Despite knowing of Zhang’s arrest in relation to the Ponzi scheme, they did not file a suspicious
transaction report with the authorities even though they had suspected that the money Zhang used towards the
property purchase may be criminal proceeds from the alleged Ponzi scheme.

In China, 26 individuals, including Ding and Zhang,
were sentenced to between three years’ jail and life
imprisonment for their offences.
In Singapore, the conveyance lawyer and property agent
involved in the property purchase were convicted and
fined S$10,000 each for failing to disclose knowledge and
suspicion of the buyer. This is the first time that Singapore
had prosecuted a conveyance lawyer and property agent
for such an offence.
As for the seized criminal proceeds, the CAD worked with
the ECID and the Attorney-General’s Chambers to return
the monies to the Chinese authorities in August 2018.
The Learning Points
When asked what motivated the CAD team throughout
the long and tedious investigation process, CAO Tan
mentioned, “We cannot allow criminals to enjoy the fruits of
their illicit wealth. Hence, it is important to recover as much
criminal proceeds and return them to the rightful owners as
soon as possible”.
The success in recovering over S$27 million is also
a significant achievement for the CAD. “I have been
investigating money-laundering cases for a number of
years, and it is rare that we are able to recover such a
substantial amount of criminal proceeds as the funds will

usually be dissipated by the time we are made aware.
I am very proud to have achieved this with my team,”
said CAO Tan.
With the successful prosecution of the conveyance
lawyer and property agent related to this case,
CAO Tan hopes that it will send a strong signal to
the respective industries on their obligations to file
suspicious transaction reports should they detect any
suspicious activity.
As there are bound to be complexities when
investigating a crime that happens overseas, it is
critical to establish a good working relationship with
international counterparts to help detect and deter
transnational crime.
Mr David Chew, Director CAD said, “This case is a
testament to our commitment to work with our foreign
counterparts to detect and deter transnational crime
and preserve the integrity of our financial system. The
strong ties between the Police Forces of China and
Singapore is instrumental in ensuring that our financial
system is not abused by criminals.”
CAD remains undeterred by challenges that transcend
national boundaries and will spare no efforts to
investigate any illicit flow of funds into Singapore, to
preserve the integrity of our financial system.

WHAT IS A PONZI
SCHEME?
| WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 2018
| THE STRAITS TIMES |

B1

CHAN CHENG
EX-NUS LECTURER ON
TRIAL FOR MOLESTING
FIVE BOYS B6

Recalled batch of infant milk
used earlier at KKH and NUH
Tiffany Fumiko Tay
Infants under six months of age admitted to KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital (KKH) and National
University Hospital (NUH) between Aug 1 and 20 may have been
fed contaminated formula milk
while they were in hospital, the
Health Ministry said yesterday .
Dumex’s Mamil Gold Infant Milk
Formula – Stage 1 (850g), which is
marketed for infants up to six
months old, has been pulled from
shelves after samples tested positive for Cronobacter sakazakii bacteria, the Agri-Food and Veterinary
Authority (AVA) said in a recall on
Monday.
MOH was informed yesterday
that formula from the implicated
batch had been used at the two hospitals, which are contacting par-
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Myanmar worker
gets jail, fine for
foiled abduction
SHAFFIQ ALKHATIB

Two Myanmar nationals were
tasked with abducting a man suspected of having an affair with
the wife of a businessman.
According to the plan, the man
would then be interrogated, tortured and killed.
But the plan went awry when
the victim, Mr Aye Maung
Maung Thet, 29, put up a fierce
struggle and managed to escape
even after a stun gun had been
used on him.
Yesterday, Zaw Min Hlaing,
40, was sentenced to four years,
three months and two weeks in
prison for a series of offences.
He was also fined $4,000 and disqualified from driving all classes
of vehicles for a year.
He was found guilty of seven
charges including attempted
abduction, possessing a foldable
knife, having a stun gun and, on
two occasions, letting another
Myanmar man drive without a
licence or insurance coverage.
On Monday, his accomplice,
Phyo Min Naing, 34, was jailed
for four years and three months,
and fined $6,000. He had
pleaded guilty to attempted
abduction, having a stun gun
and a pepper spray.
Assistant Public Prosecutor
Dillon Kok told the court that
businessman Aung Aung, 33,
had suspected that his wife,
known only as Sandi, was having an affair with Mr Aye Maung
Maung Thet.

Zaw Min Hlaing.
PHOTO: SINGAPORE POLICE FORCE

In 2014, Aung Aung engaged
the help of Zaw Min Hlaing, who
was working in Singapore, to tail
his wife and Mr Aye Maung
Maung Thet. The businessman
later roped in Phyo Min Naing to
take part in the abduction.
The plan was for the duo to
grab Mr Aye Maung Maung Thet
and put him in a van. Aung Aung
would take his keys and search
his home for evidence of the
alleged affair. After that, Mr Aye
Maung Maung Thet would be
taken to a chalet in Changi to be
interrogated and killed.
The duo carried out their plan
on June 21 at a car park near
Block 747A Pasir Ris Street 71.
But Mr Aye Maung Maung
shouted to some passers-by for
help. At this, his would-be
abductors fled.
Zaw Min Hlaing was arrested
the next day and led police to the
chalet, where Phyo Min Naing
was also arrested.
ashaffiq@sph.com.sg

Lawyer fined $10k for not reporting shady deal
SHAFFIQ ALKHATIB

A Singapore law firm director
decided to find out more about
a “high net worth client” who
was buying a house in Sentosa
Cove – and discovered she was
linked to one of China’s biggest
Ponzi schemes, involving $10.8
billion.
But Kang Bee Leng, 56, failed
to notify the authorities that a
sum of almost $5.5 million
involved in the purchase could
have stemmed from criminal
activities.
The managing director of
Sterling Law was fined
$10,000 yesterday, after pleading guilty to the offence last
month. If one has reason to suspect that a property deal is connected to criminal conduct,
one is legally obliged to alert the
authorities about it.
In October 2015, real estate
agent Tan Yen Hsi, 37, referred
the purchase of a $23.8 million
Lakeshore View property to

Managing director of Sterling Law, Kang
Bee Leng. TNP PHOTO: WONG KWAI CHOW

Kang to carry out the conveyancing work.
The buyer was Zhang Min,
former president of Yucheng
International Holdings, whose
firm launched her country’s
largest online peer-to-peer
lender Ezubao.
Zhang had paid $5,481,180
for items such as conveyance
fees to Kang’s firm and stamp
duties between October and
November 2015.
However, Kang was unable
to contact her on Jan 12, 2016 –

a day before the scheduled completion of the property purchase. The lawyer alerted Tan,
who told her that, according to
online news reports, Zhang had
been detained by the Chinese
authorities. Zhang has since
been jailed.
Deputy Public Prosecutor
Ng Jean Ting said: “The
accused then did her own
online searches to verify this
and found news articles to the
effect that Yucheng Group was
under investigation for fraud in
relation to its online peer-topeer lending platform, and that
several suspects had been
detained by the Chinese authorities since December 2015.”
Tan appeared in court in
November last year, after he
also allegedly failed to report
the suspicious property deal to
the authorities.
The pre-trial conference for
his case will be held on April 26.

Over $27m
linked to
China
Ponzi scam
recovered
Seized monies handed over to Chinese
authorities to provide restitution to
victims
Charmaine Ng

ashaffiq@sph.com.sg

Engineering company loses appeal over workplace accident
ESTHER KOH

An engineering company that
appealed against its conviction
and sentence over a fatal workplace accident had its fine
increased instead.
On Sept 2, 2014, five workers
from Sterling Engineering were
installing a steel sliding gate at a
Bartley Road worksite when
the 1,500kg frame toppled,
killing a 41-year-old
Bangladeshi worker.
The Straits Times reported
at the time that the worker was
known to friends as Khorim.
Last July, Sterling Engineer-

ing was fined $280,000 under
the Workplace Safety and
Health Act for failing to “take
reasonably practicable measures to ensure the safety and
health of its employees”.
But the company appealed
against the ruling on the
grounds that the design of the
gate – which it asserted was the
main cause of the accident –
was not under its control.
The prosecution also filed an
appeal to increase the fine.
Both appeals were presented
before Justice Aedit Abdullah
on April 9.
The judge maintained that it

is the company’s responsibility, as supplier and installer, to
ensure safety at the workplace.
While Sterling Engineering
might not have been able to do
anything about the design of
the gate, it ultimately failed to
meet the standards necessary
for risk assessment and safety
measures during the installation, said the judge.
The High Court dismissed
the company’s appeal and
increased its fine to $330,000,
the Ministry of Manpower said
yesterday.
kohes@sph.com.sg

Biker Boy
Hit the open road and
explore life on two
wheels with
Zaihan every
other Monday

ents and caregivers of babies who
may have received the infant formula to advise them on what to do.
No cases of Cronobacter infection associated with the consumption of formula milk have been reported to MOH this year, it said.
MOH added that all public and private paediatrics hospitals have been
advised to stop using formula from
the implicated batch, and to notify
the ministry of suspected cases.
Products from the recalled batch
expire on Sept 11 next year and can
be identified by the batch number
09117R1 printed on the lid of the tin.
While rare, infections by the bacterium can be fatal to infants as it
can cause meningitis or sepsis. The
bacterium can survive in dry food
such as powdered milk.
Infants with Cronobacter infection, which can be treated with antibiotics, may show symptoms such

14.6%
Up to how much Ezubao promised
in returns, coupled with an
aggressive marketing strategy.

74.7 billion
In yuan (or S$14.9 billion) of
investments that the scheme
attracted in less than two years,
after it was set up in 2014.

1.15 million
The number of investors who were
swindled, according to Chinese
media reports, and who are
unlikely to recoup their 38 billion
yuan in estimated losses.

as fever, poor feeding or lethargy,
while some may also develop
seizures, MOH said. The incubation
period typically ranges from four to
nine days, but could be up to 21 days.
The key to prevention lies in
proper hygiene and preparation of
formula milk, it added.
This is the first time a formula
milk product has been recalled for
failing to meet the AVA’s food
safety standards and requirements,
it said in response to queries.
As a precaution, all new consignments of Dumex infant formula
products manufactured in Malaysia
will be subject to the AVA’s holdand-test regime. This means that
imported products cannot be sold
until they pass inspection and tests.
Under the AVA’s food safety surveillance programme, certification
of food safety and quality is obtained before import, and importers

that consistently meet standards
and requirements are subject to routine surveillance and sampling.
Dumex, which is part of the
Danone group, based in France,
said yesterday that the affected
batch of 4,200 tins imported from
Malaysia has been on sale islandwide since January.
The firm tests every batch that
leaves its factory and is working
with the authorities to “identify
the circumstances that gave rise to
the positive samples”, a
spokesman said.
Paediatricians told The Straits
Times they have not seen cases of
the infection here.
In the United States, there are
four to six cases reported annually.
Dr Yang Linqi from Thomson Paediatric Centre said formula milk can
be contaminated by exposure to
the environment during the pack-

KKH and NUH are contacting parents
and caregivers of babies who may
have been fed the contaminated
formula milk between Aug 1 and
20.

ing process, for example.
Dr Ong Eng Keow, a paediatrician and neonatologist at the International Child and Adolescent
Clinic in Mount Alvernia Hospital,
cautioned that formula milk can
also be contaminated during preparation if proper hygiene proce-

dures are not followed.
“Contamination can happen even
after a tin of milk powder has been
opened... Bottles and teats should
be well sterilised, and the temperature of the water should be above
70 deg C during preparation to kill
bacteria,” said Dr Ong.
Supermarkets said all products
currently on shelves are safe for
consumption, and they will give refunds to customers who bought the
affected tins from their stores.
The recall has done little to allay
the fears of some parents.
Civil servant Jayson Tsu, 33, said
he bought a tin from the recalled
batch to supplement breastfeeding
for his three-week-old son.
“I have completely lost faith in
their product... The 2008 China
baby milk powder scandal still
lingers on many of our minds,” said
Mr Tsu, referring to milk powder
tainted with melamine that left six
children dead and thousands more
ill in China.
Dumex is the fourth-most popular brand of formula milk in Singapore, according to market research
provider Euromonitor International, with an estimated $18.8 million in sales last year.
tiffanyt@sph.com.sg

Local media reports said
Ding Ning (left), who set up
the group in 2012, was a
vocational school dropout
from Anhui province, and he
had no finance or banking
experience.

According to her corporate
profile on the now-defunct
website of Ezubao, Zhang
Min (below, left) holds a
master’s degree from
University of Perpignan in
France and taught at a
Nanjing university in China
from 2001 to 2002.

Ding made Zhang, his
girlfriend, the star in
Ezubao’s TV commercials,
which were aired during
prime-time slots on China’s
state-run TV channels as
part of the firm’s aggressive
marketing tactics.

More than $27 million in criminal
proceeds from one of China’s biggest Ponzi scams that ensnared
more than a million investors have
been recovered in Singapore and returned to the Chinese authorities
this month.
PHOTOS: SCREENGRABS FROM CCTV
The Straits Times understands
YOUTUBE CHANNEL
that the monies had been transferred to Singapore for a planned
Company president given lavish gifts,
purchase of a $23.8 million Sentosa
millions in cash
Cove bungalow, which fell through
when one of the scam’s key accomKua Yu-lin
plices was arrested.
founder of Ezubao.
also given a life sentence and a
The seizure was made in May
Ezubao’s TV commercials, which
Zhang almost became the
fine
of 70 million yuan, while were
2016 as part of efforts by the Comowner of a $23.8 million Sentosa
aired in prime-time slots on
Zhang Min used to be the public
Zhang and 23 others were jailed
mercial Affairs Department (CAD)
Cove bungalow, a gift from her
China’s state-run TV channels as
face of one of China’s biggest
for between three and 15 years.
to assist a probe by China’s Ecoboyfriend and Ezubao masterpart of the company’s aggressive
peer-to-peer lending platforms,
China media reports said Ding,
nomic Crime Investigation Departmind Ding Ning. The real estate
marketing tactics.
fronting prime-time TV commerwho set up the group in 2012, was
ment (ECID) into Ezubao, once
deal fell through after she was arBut her world came crashing
cials of Ezubao.
a vocational school dropout from
China’s biggest peer-to-peer (P2P)
rested and the remaining sum on
down in December 2015 when she
Anhui province, and had no fiHer corporate profile on the
lending platform.
the property was left unpaid.
was arrested at Shanghai’s
now-defunct website of Ezubao
nance or banking experience.
With help from the Chinese emHongqiao airport.
Ezubao, once one of China’s bigshowed she had a master’s degree
Zhang later told Chinese investibassy, CAD and ECID held joint ingest peer-to-peer lending platHer subsequent appearance on
from
gators
the
that
University
Ding
instructed
of
Perpignan
many national broadcaster China
vestigations and found that no local
forms, folded in 2016 after it was
Cenin France and taught in a Nanjing
of his women workers to wear luxentities were involved in moneyexposed to be a Ponzi scheme that
tral Television (CCTV) in Februuniversity in China from 2001 to
ury brands such as Louis Vuitton,
laundering activities, said the Singacheated some 1.15 million inary 2016 was a far cry from her ear2002.
Gucci and Chanel to appear “propore police yesterday.
vestors of about 38 billion yuan
lier glamorous self.
fessional”.
After holding several senior
It added in a statement that the
(S$7.5 billion) in just 1½ years.
In a confession video aired on
management positions in various
The Chinese authorities said
$27 million was handed over to the
CCTV, Zhang did not mince her
Last September, a Beijing court
Chinese companies, Zhang joined
Zhang herself was given lavish
Chinese authorities this month to
sentenced Ding, 36, the chairman
words when she told investigators
Ezubao’s parent company
gifts such as a US$1.8 million (S$2.5
provide restitution to the victims of
of Yucheng, to life imprisonment
that Ezubao was “a classic Ponzi
Yucheng International Holdings
million) pink diamond ring, luxury
the Ponzi scheme, in accordance
and a fine of 100 million yuan.
scheme”, and “nothing but a
Group as president in 2014.
limousines and watches, and more
with Chinese law.
scam”.
His brother Ding Dian, a benefithan 550 million yuan in cash.
She is also credited as the coCAD director David Chew deciary of Ezubao’s illicit funds, was
Ding made Zhang the star in kyulin@sph.com.sg
scribed the case as testament to its
commitment to “work with foreign
counterparts to detect and deter
form which used an aggressive martransnational crime and preserve
Last September, the two leaders
keting strategy promising returns
ring, luxury limousines, watches
the integrity of our financial sysof the Ponzi scheme – Ding Ning,
convicted and fined $10,000 each
of up to 14.6 per cent.
and more than 550 million yuan in
tem”.
chairman of Yucheng group, and
for not notifying the Singapore auWithin less than two years, it atcash. Another one of these gifts was
“The strong ties between the pohis brother Ding Dian – were each
thorities that the monies involved
tracted more than 74.7 billion yuan
a Sentosa Cove bungalow in Singalice forces of China and Singapore
handed lifetime jail terms by a Beiin the purchase could have come
(S$14.9 billion) in investments.
pore.
are instrumental in ensuring that
jing court, while 25 others were senfrom criminal proceeds.
But investigations into the firm reBefore Zhang was arrested by the
our financial system is not abused
tenced to between three and 15
According to Chinese media revealed it had made up fake investChinese authorities, she reportedly
by criminals,” he added.
years in jail.
ports, about 1.15 million investors
ment projects and pocketed the
attempted to buy a $23.8 million
Ezubao, which was set up in 2014
One of them included Yucheng’s
who were swindled are unlikely to
funds, causing the shutdown of
Lakeshore View bungalow in Senby parent company Yucheng Interformer president, Zhang Min, who
recoup
their 38 billion yuan in estiEzubao in 2016 and sparking a natosa Cove between October 2015
national Holdings Group, became
was reportedly showered with exmated losses and restitution is
tionwide crackdown on peer-toand January 2016.
China’s largest peer-to-peer platpensive gifts by Ding Ning, includlikely to be limited.
peer lending in China.
A property agent and a lawyer acting a 12 million yuan pink diamond
ing on Zhang’s behalf have been
ngxtc@sph.com.sg

Source: The Straits Times © Singapore Press Holdings Limited. Reprinted with permission.

●

It is a fraudulent investment
scam that promises high
returns for investors with
little risk. The funds obtained
by newer investors are
used to pay off the profits
reaped by earlier investors.
Investors are usually led to
believe that the profits come
from product sales or any
other means.
However, as soon as the
new
investments
slow
down or stop, the scheme
will collapse, affecting the
returns of all the investors.
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Safeguarding Our
Public Transport
Network Together
By Irwan Shah

(Photo: Public Affairs Department)

Over three million or more than half of Singapore’s population commute by public transport daily
according to data.gov.sg, the government’s one-stop portal for publicly-available datasets. Hence,
the safety and security of our public transport commuters are of paramount importance to the
Singapore Police Force (SPF). In this issue of Police Life, we delve into the efforts of the SPF to stem
Outrage of Modesty (OM) cases on public transport. We also look at how the SPF is working together
with its counterparts and members of the public to prevent, deter and detect crime on our public
transport network.

A crime of concern
Despite having one of the lowest crime rates in the world,
Singapore’s public transport networks are not immune to
crimes such as Insult of Modesty and OM. In particular, OM
cases on public transport have been on the rise. This is a
crime of concern for the SPF, and the Force has come up
with a slew of measures to tackle the situation.

Community Engagement
The SPF has also been working closely with members of the
public to raise awareness about OM through various community
engagement programmes and volunteer schemes, such as
the Citizens on Patrol (COP) scheme. Established in 1999,
there are currently more than 700 COP groups distributing
pamphlets and sharing about crime prevention advisories with
the residents in their respective communities to raise awareness
of crime prevention. In addition, the COP teams also help to keep
a lookout for suspicious activities and report them to the Police.
To mitigate the rise of OM cases on public transport, the COP
volunteers from various SPF divisions, such as Clementi and
Ang Mo Kio Division, have stepped up their efforts to include
patrols at various MRT stations. The first COP MRT station
patrol at Queenstown MRT station was conducted on 17 August
2018, involving both COP volunteers and police officers. As
part of their patrols, the COP volunteers also distributed crime
prevention pamphlets to the commuters to raise awareness
against molestations on trains.

“The Police is closely monitoring the increase in OM cases.
We will continue to step up our efforts to work closely with
stakeholders and the community to prevent and deter
such cases, especially in public entertainment night spots
and public transport networks. Offenders will be dealt
with severely in accordance with the law,” said Director of
Operations Department, Senior Assistant Commissioner of
Police How Kwang Hwee.

Coming together
As the saying goes, “Low crime doesn’t mean no crime”. Over the
years, the community has played a significant part in supporting
the SPF’s mission. By building a cohesive community, we can
all play a part to better prevent, deter and detect crime to ensure
that Singapore will continue to be one of the safest countries in
the world.

Intensifying collaborations
with our stakeholders
The SPF’s Public Transport Security Command (TransCom)
has also ramped up its efforts by working closely with
Public Transport Operators (PTOs) and the Land Transport
Authority (LTA) to adopt a multi-pronged approach to tackle
the issue of OM. This includes putting up more OM-related
crime advisory posters and specially produced videos
at the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) stations, on MRT trains,
bus interchanges and on public buses to raise awareness.
In addition, there are also more boots on the ground
from TransCom and other units during the peak periods
to conduct high-visibility patrols at the MRT stations and
bus interchanges.

Public Spiritedness Award
The Public Spiritedness Award is presented to members of the
public who have displayed courage and civic-mindedness when
the situation called for it.
On 16 August 2018, Mr Goh Tong En received the Public
Spiritedness Award for assisting the Police in detaining a
27-year-old man at the Marsiling MRT Station for insulting the
modesty of a woman.
Mr Goh was going up an escalator when he noticed a man
placing his mobile phone underneath a woman’s skirt. He then
approached the man and confronted him. The man admitted
his dark intention and Mr Goh quickly alerted the station’s

management office after asking a fellow commuter to watch
over him. The man was detained until the TransCom officers
arrived at the scene.
Do you know?
Six other members of the public have been awarded the Public
Spiritedness Award in the past three months*.
Owing the close cooperation between the SPF and the
community, Insult of Modesty cases are steadily dwindling with
597 cases in 2015 to 447 cases in 2017.

*Numbers collated from June 2018 to August 2018.
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As the unit with the highest level of tactical armed response capabilities in the SPF, STAR operators are called upon to
deal with armed criminal situations and hostage rescue operations not only on land, but also at sea. In this issue of Police
Life, we get an exclusive interview with one of the STAR operators who let us in on his motivations and challenges of
being a STAR Assault Diver. Known only as Senior Staff Sergeant (SSSgt) ‘I’, this STAR operator has since served in the
unit for the past eight years.
Aspirations
During his National Service (NS), SSSgt ‘I’ first came across
the STAR unit through some articles. As he read about their
past missions, his interest in this unit started to grow. He was
further intrigued by their capabilities after watching some of
their tactical demonstration videos, which mirrored scenes from
action movies. Like any hot-blooded youth, he wanted to be just
like them. Immediately after his NS, SSSgt ‘I’ signed on with the
SPF, with the aim of becoming a STAR operator!

By Hadi Hafiz

(Photo: Public Affairs Department)

After completing the eight-month STAR Main Course, which
all STAR applicants have to undergo before being certified
as a STAR operator, SSSgt ‘I’, along with other new STAR
operators, went through the Basic Air Diving course (BADC)
and Basic Oxygen Diving course (BODC) for another two
months. Contrary to the name of the courses, these were no
‘basic’ diving courses. A large part of the courses required
them to dive and execute challenging tactical tasks underwater,
which sometimes could stretch up to an hour!
“An hour feels much longer when you are manoeuvring
underwater. With 40kg on your back while diving against the
underwater current, it was immensely challenging to complete
the tasks,” SSSgt ‘I’ recalled.
It was during the diving courses when SSSgt ‘I’ found out
that shortlisted candidates would also need to go through the
highly rigorous two-week Assault Diving Course (ADC), and
only those who managed to complete it could become an
assault diver.

Photo Credit: Mr Dominique Andre

After overcoming one challenge after
another, SSSgt ‘I’ realised that the
training was much tougher than he
could imagine. But knowing that he
was getting closer to achieving his
goal motivated him to push on, in the
hope that he would be shortlisted for
the ADC.

The calmness of the sea concealed the turbulence of the current beneath. Despite the unknown
dangers of the deep blue sea, a team of heavily armed masked men in diving suits prepared to dive
towards a vessel. Their mission – to rescue hostages on board a vessel which had been hijacked
by terrorists as part of a simulated hostage rescue exercise. Such, is a scenario that our Special
Tactics and Rescue (STAR) Assault Divers from the Singapore Police Force (SPF) are specially
trained to handle!

“At the end of the BODC, we had
to carry out surface finning for two
kilometres. The session was arduous
as it was akin to doing a backstroke in
full gear, without the hand movements.
It also felt like the finishing line was
never near. But when we finally
completed the task, we felt a great
sense of accomplishment as we
have become physically and mentally
stronger,” said SSSgt ‘I’.
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Short-lived Joy
SSSgt ‘I’ was eventually selected for the ADC which would
train him to integrate the tactical diving skills with the core
skills of a STAR operator. The joy, however, was shortlived, as he soon realised that the toughness of the BADC
and BODC was nothing compared to the ADC.
SSSgt ‘I’ never knew that his physical and mental limits
could be stretched that far! One of the toughest training
was diving in the open sea. It was immensely strenuous.
Even advanced swimmers were struggling tremendously
due to the undercurrent. The training did not stop there.
Diving was only the start of a series of intense training
sessions. At times, he even found it strenuous to climb
back onto the vessel.
“I initially had problems climbing onto the vessel using the
caving ladder with the 40kg of load on my back. Every
step up the ladder was difficult and even during instances
where I barely managed to complete the climb, I would
be too gassed out for the rest of the exercise,” recalled
SSSgt ‘I’.

With the help from seniors and countless hours of practice,
SSSgt ‘I’ persevered through a series of highly strenuous
diving-related training and finally completed the course
and was certified as a STAR Assault Diver.
No Finishing Line
Even though it appears that SSSgt ‘I’ had crossed the
‘finishing line’ at the end of the course, the work did not
end there. One of the key factors that could affect the
effectiveness of the STAR unit is the fitness level of each
STAR operator. Therefore, it is imperative for every STAR
operator to be in tip top fitness level. To do that, SSSgt
‘I’ shared that he maintains a rigorous training regime to
upkeep his fitness, ranging from regular 10-kilometre runs
to weight trainings.
An incident which epitomises the need to be always
well-prepared as a STAR Assault Diver took place a few
months ago. A team of STAR assault divers were activated
along with their fellow STAR operators to arrest a group
of suspected gunmen on land. As with every operation,
teamwork was key to accomplishing the mission. Both sea
and land operators coordinated and executed their tactical
Photo Credit: Mr Dominique Andre

plans seamlessly, leaving the suspects with no time to
react. Swiftly taken to the ground in cuffs, the suspects
were then escorted away before members of the public
could decipher what was happening before them.

and sea. Be it rain or shine, our STAR Assault Divers are
always ready to provide the highest level of tactical armed
response when called upon to safeguard Singapore’s
every day!

The Pillar of Strength
Having served in the unit for the past eight years, SSSgt ‘I’
shared that having strong family support is one of his pillars
of strength.
“Although my wife understands the risks involved in my line
of work, I know that she wants me to go for my missions
in a clear state of mind. As a result, she will always try to
conceal her worries and fears whenever I tell her that I have
been activated for a mission. She never fails to encourage
me and I am thankful to have her constant support,” shared
SSSgt ‘I’.
Life as a STAR Assault Diver is a test of one’s physical
and mental resilience as it takes a great deal to endure
and overcome the tormenting circumstances on land

*This article is the second part of a three piece profile
feature of our STAR officers in celebration of the 25th
anniversary of STAR unit.
The first part of the three piece feature on the STAR
operators and the STAR Main Course can be found
on the previous issue of Police Life magazine.
For SPF officers who aspire to be part of the STAR
family, the STAR unit will be recruiting officers for the
20th batch of the STAR unit from November 2018 to
January 2019.
For members of the public who are interested to
apply directly to the STAR unit, do visit our Singapore
Police Force’s Facebook page to sign up for the STAR
selection course.
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When did you develop the passion for graphic design?
Since young, I have always had a penchant for the arts. I am also a firm believer in practical, creative and smart designs.
That is why I decided to pursue a Diploma in Communication Design at Temasek Polytechnic. Being in school exposed
me to another side of graphic design, which allowed me to discover a new meaning to art and design.

By Siti Khadijah Bte Mohd Ezat

THE NEW
SPF
LOGO

(Photo: Public Affairs Department)

“The enhanced logo with SPF’s tagline is
a product of several iterations. To uphold
SPF’s visual identity system and to create a
comfortable visual balance, I toggled with its
typography, ratio and layout.
Along with the tagline that was added, we also
introduced the gradient bar that mirrors the
blinkers on the Fast Response Car and used
the SPF’s official blue and red.”
- SC/Sgt Hariz

What is your most significant project thus far?
Since joining PAD in May 2017, I have worked on more than
200 design assignments. My involvement in the redesigning
of the SPF logo to integrate the SPF tagline, ‘Safeguarding
Every Day’, was one of the projects that I am most proud
of. When I was briefed on this task, it did not occur to me
that it would take more than 30 versions to arrive at the
finished product! It may look like a simple logo but I soon
realised that it was much more complex than I thought.
Every single minute detail such as the font size, font colour, colour
gradient of the accompanying light bar and proportion matters.
This is a very significant project to me because the tagline is what
the SPF is all about.
When I hear people appreciating my work, I really felt a great
sense of accomplishment. A good design is more than just
aesthetics; it is about effective communication. Thus, I make sure
that people see my designs as more than just another poster with
aesthetically pleasing visuals.

The Web and Design Unit (WDU) within the Public Affairs
Department (PAD) is the Singapore Police Force’s (SPF) inhouse creative design arm. This is where talented officers
like Special Constable Sergeant (SC/Sgt) Muhammad
Hariz Bin Azmi gets the opportunity to utilise his creative
talent to contribute to the SPF’s mission while serving his
National Service. In this issue of Police Life, we spoke
to SC/Sgt Hariz to find out more about his passion for
creative work.

Tell us more about your work.

As a WDU officer, I am entrusted with the responsibility of
ensuring that all corporate collaterals and literature from
force-wide units, be it on print or digital mediums, are
graphically designed within the SPF’s corporate identity
guidelines. Apart from this aspect, the main bulk of my
work involves creating graphic designs for various types of
corporate collaterals and literature that would be used for
both internal and external communications, ranging from
crime advisories to event and exhibition posters.
In addition to graphic design work, I am also responsible
for ensuring timely updates on the organisation’s website.
Another important aspect of my work is my role in the PAD’s
crisis communications team. In this role, I am responsible
for the setting up and manning of the crisis microsite in the
SPF internet website when the need arises. While it may
not be as creatively challenging, it helps me to be more
attuned with web compatibility issues which designers
may overlook.

Sketches done by SC/Sgt Hariz for photo concepts

What keeps you going at work?

What are your hopes after National Service?

Knowing that my creative works would be showcased all
over Singapore through the various SPF touchpoints and
communication channels with the public invigorates me
each time I take on a new design assignment. While there
are certain guidelines that I need to adhere to when coming
up with designs, it is actually a kind of motivational force
that will further challenge me to explore different ideas and
think out of the box.

I am really grateful to be able to contribute to the SPF’s
mission in my own unique ways and having the opportunity
to hone my creative skillsets while serving my National
Service with the SPF.
After my National Service stint, I plan to enrol in The
Glasgow School of Art under the Singapore Institute of
Technology (SIT). I hope to be able to apply what I have
learnt throughout my stint and hone my craft to better Shine
with my Designs!
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By Hadi Hafidz

(Photo: Public Affairs Department)

Which part of the training do you feel is most
important?

What was your most memorable experience while
on patrol?

Through the first-aid lessons, I have learnt very useful skills
such as Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and various
bandaging techniques. Such skills could make a difference
in situations of life and death!

I remembered an incident when we were approached
by a drunkard during our foot patrol. When we asked
him for more information, he started getting agitated.
Together with the CPU officers who were patrolling with
us, we managed to calm him down. I learnt that policing
was not just about the hard skills but also the soft skills
that are equally important in helping us to engage the
community effectively.

Navy blue has been a shade synonymous with our police uniform. Since April 2018, a batch of officers
have been seen sporting a brighter shade of blue. Attired in bright blue polo tee shirts, black cargo
pants and black sports shoes, these are our Volunteer Special Constabulary (VSC) (Community)
officers who have recently joined the Singapore Police Force (SPF) to prevent, deter and detect crime!
Specially tailored to suit those who are keen to volunteer
but are concerned about not being able to commit the
time, the VSC (Community) vocation was created to
provide more opportunities for the public to volunteer with
the SPF. This new vocation now only requires volunteers
to contribute eight hours per month and has a shorter
training duration that is conducted over seven weeks.
VSC (Community) officers will be trained in law, Police
procedures, Police Defence Tactics (PDT) and first aid.

Upon completing their training, these officers will be
deployed at the Neighbourhood Police Centres (NPCs)
to conduct foot patrols in community areas with high
human traffic.
In this issue of Police Life, we caught up with some of our
VSC (Community) officers who let us in on their motivations
and their experiences thus far.

Special Constable (V) Khanna Moneesh Kishanlal, Choa Chu Kang NPC
47 years old, Vice President, Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Limited

Special Constable (V) Amy Cheow Poh Yen, Clementi Neighbourhood Police Centre (NPC)
42 years old, Field Application Support Engineer, Rudolph Technologies Incorporation
What inspired you to join as a VSC (Community) officer?
I was introduced to the SPF’s volunteer schemes by two Community Policing Unit (CPU) officers who visited my home to
share about the SGSecure movement. The sharing session brought back memories of a terror attack incident that took
place when I was in New York City. A lorry had ploughed into the bikeway and killed eight people. The thought of that
incident prompted me to sign up for the vocation as this is an opportunity for me to contribute to the safety and security of
our home.

What inspired you to join as a VSC (Community)
officer?

What was your most memorable experience while
on patrol?

My interest was piqued when the CPU officers shared
about the volunteer schemes in the SPF during one of their
house visits. As they were sharing, I thought about the time
when my family and I migrated to Singapore 17 years ago
and how the community helped us to integrate into society.
The peace and harmony that we have enjoyed over the
years cannot be taken for granted. So I decided to take this
opportunity to do my part in keeping Singapore safe.

During one of my patrol duties at a heartland mall, we
were informed by members of the public that a man had
sustained a fall. When we reached the incident location, we
learnt from the man that he had lost his balance and fell.
After assessing that he had no injuries, we helped him to
rest at a nearby restaurant. We chatted for a while until he
felt stable enough to walk. He expressed his gratitude and
we parted ways. I was happy not only because I had helped
someone, but also because the residents appreciated our
presence and turned to us for assistance.

Which part of the training do you feel is most
important?
As a newbie to policing work, I found the PDT training
very useful as such skills would help me to carry out my
duties confidently.
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Special Constable (V) Muhammad Imran, Trainee
24 years old, Undergraduate at National University of Singapore
What inspired you to join as a VSC (Community)
officer?

Which part of the training do you feel is most
important?

It all started when I received an email, sent to all recallable
Police Operationally-Ready National Servicemen, about
volunteering opportunities with the SPF. As I learnt more
about the vocation, I was intrigued by the idea of how I
could contribute to crime fighting efforts through engaging
the community and at the same time, juggling with my
study commitments. When I was serving my National
Service with the SPF, I was deployed as a Police Coast
Guard officer, spending most of my time patrolling the
Singapore waters. As a VSC (Community) officer, my
policing terrain would be significantly different. Hence, this
piqued my interest to join.

The knowledge gained from the law lessons were very
useful as it would help to guide us on the necessary
actions to take when we come across incidents. The
trainers also made the lessons interesting by including
some real life examples.

More than 50 VSC (Community) officers have since been appointed and deployed for duties, with the numbers steadily
increasing. The fourth batch of officers, including Special Constable (V) Imran, underwent their training and graduated on
30 October. In our bid to expand the VSC (Community) family, the SPF will continue our efforts to encourage like-minded
individuals to volunteer with us. If you know of friends or family members who are keen to contribute to the safety and
security of our community, do encourage them to drop us an email at spf_volunteers@spf.gov.sg or scan the QR code
and register with us!
Keen to contribute even more?
The VSC scheme is available for those who can contribute a minimum of 16 hours of duty per month.
Volunteers will be equipped with firearms after undergoing six months non-residential training inclusive
of basic police skills, basic legal knowledge, street craft, firearms training, physical training, drills and
unarmed combat.
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